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mers 101 all about foreclosure fraud assignment of - chink in the armor from the transcript of evidentiary hearing mers v
cabrera it truly concerns me however that thousands and thousands thousands and thousands of mortgage foreclosure
actions have been filed with these allegations, it is happening here permanent gun confiscation ordered - for those who
have always believed that it can t happen here think again because it is happening and things are only going to get worse
as data surveillance becomes a way of life gun confiscation at the hands of medical records sharing is now officially a reality
with serious consequences for, the herald thinks jacinda ardern is a marxist the standard - it is going to be a long three
years plus if this keeps up the herald has suggested in this article the author has not put their name to that jacinda ardern is
a marxist but the logic used is sadly lacking the evidence that our prime minister wants to socialise the means of production,
tales by date scp foundation - welcome to the scp foundation tales by date archive the contents of this page are currently
unclassified personnel are reminded that certain files within this section may be subject to various classifications and that
verified credentials may be necessary to access those files
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